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Abstract

For severalNP-complete problems, there have been a
progression of better but still exponential algorithms. In this
paper, we address the relative likelihood of sub-exponential
algorithms for these problems. We introduce a generalized
reduction which we call Sub-Exponential Reduction Family
(SERF) that preserves sub-exponential complexity. We show
that Circuit-SAT is SERF-complete for allNP-search prob-
lems, and that for any fixedk, k-SAT,k-Colorability, k-Set
Cover, Independent Set, Clique, Vertex Cover, are SERF–
complete for the classSNPof search problems expressible
by second order existential formulas whose first order part
is universal. In particular, sub-exponential complexity for
any one of the above problems implies the same for all oth-
ers.

We also look at the issue of proving strongly exponential
lower bounds (that is, bounds of the form2
(n)) for AC0.
This problem is even open for depth-3 circuits. In fact, such
a bound for depth-3 circuits with even limited (at mostn�)
fan-in for bottom-level gates would imply a nonlinear size
lower bound for logarithmic depth circuits. We show that
with high probability even degree 2 random GF(2) polyno-
mials require strongly exponential size for�k

3 circuits for
k = o(log logn). We thus exhibit a much smaller space
of 2O(n2) functions such that almost every function in this
class requires strongly exponential size�k

3 circuits. As a
corollary, we derive a pseudorandom generator (requiring
O(n2) bits of advice) that mapsn bits into a larger number
of bits so that computing parity on the range is hard for�k

3

circuits.

Our main technical lemma is an algorithm that, for any
fixed� > 0, represents an arbitraryk-CNF formula as a
disjunction of2�n k-CNF formulas that aresparse, e.g.,
each havingO(n) clauses.

�This research is supported by NSF grant CCR-9734911 from Theory
of Computing Program

1 Introduction

In two areas of complexity,NP-completeness and lower
bounds for constant depth circuits, the complexity of spe-
cific, natural problems has been shown to be weakly ex-
ponential (2n


(1)

), either absolutely or under a reasonable
complexity assumption. However, the complexity of many
such problems is believed to be strongly exponential,2
(n).
In this paper, we make progress towards closing the gap be-
tween weakly and strongly exponential bounds. Surpris-
ingly, the same technical lemma, writing an arbitraryk-
CNF formula as a disjunction of sparsek-CNF formulas,
is useful in both situations.

1.1 Reductions Preserving Strongly Exponential
Complexity

Motivation: The theory ofNP-completeness identifies a
natural class of natural combinatorial problems that are
all equivalent with respect to polynomial-time solvability.
However, someNP-complete problems have “better” worst-
case algorithms than others. In fact, in [30], the notion of
power indexis introduced to study the complexity ofNP-
completeness problems. The power index of a problem is
defined to be the infimum of allx for which the problem is
inDTIME(2n

x

). It is hypothesized in [30] that theSatisfi-
aibility problem has power index 1 and as a consequence of
the hypothesis, it is shown that Clique and Partition prob-
lems have power index1=2 (wheren is the total problem
size). More recently, a series of papers have obtained im-
proved algorithms for Formula-SAT, CNF-SAT, andk-SAT
[20, 27, 28, 18, 19, 21, 22]. Similar sequences exist for
other problems, such as graph 3-colorability [7, 11]. Is there
any complexity reason to believe that these improvements
could not extend to arbitrarily small constants in the expo-
nent? Is progress on the different problems connected? It is
already known that the tractability of fixed parameter prob-
lems is equivalent to the existence of subexponential-time
algorithm forCircuit Satisfiability[1]. Can we classifyNP-
complete problems by their “likely complexity” to see how
close we are to the best algorithms?

The above algorithms forNP-complete problems are
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sometimes hard to compare because the analysis is in terms
of different parameters: for3-SAT, this could ben, the
number of variables,m, the number of clauses, or�((n +
m) logn), the total length of its binary description. All of
the algorithms referred to earlier, while (for at least some
relationships between parameters) much faster than exhaus-
tive search, are of the form2cp for c > 0 a constant andp
the relevant parameter. Later papers in the sequence get bet-
ter constantsc. We ask “for which problems and choices of
parameters is there a non-trivial(> 0) limit to this sequence
of improvements”? To resolve this question completely, one
would either need to give a sub-exponential algorithm or
prove strong lower bounds. However, we show that the an-
swer to this question is the same for many commonly stud-
ied NP-complete problems and for all the commonly stud-
ied choices of parameters. To be more precise, we show that
problems such ask-SAT andk-colorability are complete for
the classSNP [24]. Even for those problems that have sub-
exponential algorithms, we show that obtaining more than a
polynomial improvement in their complexity is SERF-hard
for SNP .

This extends the theory ofNP-completeness to give a
stratification of problems based on their likely complex-
ity. Other recent work has dividedNP-complete problems
by their extent of approximability. The extension ofNP-
completeness theory to a wide variety of approximation
problems (See, e.g., [24, 10, 5, 15, 16] and see [6] for a
survey) has allowed researchers to compute sharp bounds
on how well one should be able to approximate solutions
to NP-complete problems. This work has spurred the dis-
covery of new approximation algorithms for some problems
[4]. While not claiming the same depth or significance
for our work, we hope that this paper will further distin-
guish “easy” from “hard” problems within the ranks ofNP-
complete problems, and lead to a similar systematic study
of the exact complexity ofNP-complete problems.
What is sub-exponential time? Since the standard re-
ductions betweenNP -problems increase the problem in-
stance size, the question of whether the reductions pre-
serve sub-exponential complexity is delicate and depends
on the choice of parameters. For example, an instance of
3-SAT withn variables andm clauses maps to a graph with
O(n + m) nodes and edges in the standard reduction. So
this reduction would be sub-exponential time preserving if
we measure in terms of edges and clauses, but not in the
more natural measure of variables and nodes.

Note that for a reduction to preserve sub-exponential
time, it is vital that the relevant parameters not increase
more than linearly, but the time complexity of the reduction
is less important.

To handle different parameters, we will include a com-
plexity parameter in the problem specification. We will in-
sist that the trivial search algorithm be bounded by an ex-
ponential in this parameter. More precisely, look at a prob-
lem of the form “Givenx, find ay so thatjyj � m(x) and
R(x; y) if such ay exists”, whereR is a polynomial time

relation called theconstraint, andm is a polynomial-time
computable and polynomially boundedcomplexity parame-
ter. We defineSE (sub-exponentially solvable search prob-
lems) as the class of those problems and parameters that can
be solved in time poly(jxj)2�m(x) for every fixed� > 0.
SERF Reducibility: LetA1 be a problem with complexity
parameterm1 and constraintR1 andA2 be a problem with
complexity parameterm2 and constraintR2. For a many-
one reductionf fromA1 toA2 to preserve sub-exponential
complexity, we would wantm2(f(x)) 2 O(m1(x)). We
will call such a reduction astrong many-one reduction.
Many of the standard reductions betweenNP-complete
problems are strong, at least for some choices of parame-
ters, and it is almost always a trivial review to verify that
a reduction is strong. For example, most of the reductions
from k-SAT are strong if we use the number of clauses as
our parameter, but not if we use the number of variables.

To get a more complete web of reductions between nat-
ural problems and the most natural parameters, we will
need to consider significantly more complicated forms of
reduction. First, we will need Turing reductions rather than
many-one reductions. Secondly, we will trade off sparse-
ness for time: we note that it is vital to keep the condition
that the complexity of the instances ofA2 be linear in the
complexity of the instances ofA1, but not that the reduction
is polynomial-time.

We define a sub-exponential reduction family SERF as
a collection of Turing reductionsMA2

� from A1 to A2 for
each� > 0, so that we have for each� > 0:

� MA2
� (x) runs in time at most poly(jxj)2�m1(x)

� If MA2
� (x) queries A2 with the input x0, then

m2(x
0) 2 O(m1(x)) andjx0j = jxjO(1).

If such a reduction family exists, we sayA1 is SERF-
reducible toA2. Strong many-one reducibility is a special
case of SERF-reducibility. SERF-reducibility is transitive,
and, ifA1 is SERF-reducible toA2 and ifA2 2 SE then
A1 2 SE .

If m0(x) � m(x), the search problem with complexity
parameterm0 and relationR0(x; y) () R(x; y) ^ jyj �
m(x) is an alternate formulation ofA. So we can talk about
the same problem with different complexity parameters. If
m0(x) > m(x), then(A;m0) is always strong many-one
reducible to(A;m) by the identity function, but we may or
may not also have a SERF-reduction in the opposite direc-
tion.

Our main technical contribution is thatk-SAT with the
number of variables as the complexity parameter is SERF-
reducible tok-SAT with the number of clauses as the com-
plexity parameter. It then easily follows by standard strong
many-one reductions that problems like Independent Set,k-
Colorability ,k-Set Cover, and Vertex Cover are all SERF-
equivalent under several natural complexity parameters.
SERF-Completeness for a logically defined class:We can
make the complexity implications of sub-exponential algo-



rithms for the above problems more precise using descrip-
tive complexity, which specifies complexity classes in terms
of the quantifier structure in the problem definition.

In descriptive complexity, an input to a problem is
viewed as a finite set of relations on a universe ofn ele-
ments. Then the problem is whether a given logical formula
is true or false in the input model. Second order quantifiers
quantify over relations, first order quantifiers over elements
of the universe.

DefineSNPto be the class of properties expressible by
a series of second order existential quantifiers, followed by
a series of first order universal quantifiers, followed by a
basic formula (a boolean combination of input and quanti-
fied relations applied to the quantified element variables.)
This class is considered by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis
[24] for studying approximability of optimization problems.
The associated search problem looks for instantiations of
the quantified relations for which the resulting first-order
formula is true. If the quantified relations areR1; : : : ; Rq

andRi has arity�i, the complexity parameter for the for-
mula is

Pq
i=1 n

�i , the number of bits to describe all rela-
tions. (In many cases of interest, the relations in question
are all monadic, i.e., take a single input, in which case the
complexity parameter is justO(n).)

To see thatk-SAT2 SNP, view an input as2k k-ary re-
lations,Rs1;:::;sk wheresi 2 f+;�g. Rs1;:::;sk (y1; : : : ; yk)
is true if the clause_ki=1ysii is present among the input
clauses wherey+i = yi and y�i = yi. Define I+(S; y)
as the formulaS(y) and I�(S; y) as the formula:S(y).
Then we can express satisfiability of the formula by:
9S[8(y1; : : : ; yk)8(s1; : : : ; sk)[Rs1;:::;sk(y1; : : : ; yk) !W
1�i�k Isi(S; y), whereS is a unary predicate (interpreted

as “the variabley is set to true.”).
We show thatk-SAT and k-Colorability are SERF-

complete forSNP . Problems like Independent Set andk-
Set Cover are SERF-equivalent to these, but are technically
not in SNPbecause their statements involve minimization.
It then follows from the known reductions that Subset Sum
is SERF-hard for this class, and that, although Hamiltonian
Path is inSE (with the size of the graph as the complex-
ity parameter) due to a2O(n) dynamic programming al-
gorithm, a2o(n) algorithm for this problem would imply
SNP � SE .

1.2 Lower Bounds for Depth 3 Circuits

Considerable progress has been made in understanding
the limitations of unbounded fan-in Boolean circuits of
bounded depth. The results of Ajt´ai, Furst, Saxe, Sipser,
Yao, Håstad, Razborov, and Smolensky [2, 12, 35, 14, 25,
29], among others, show that if the size of the circuit is not
too large, then any function computed by such circuit must
be constant on a large subcube or can be approximated by
a small degree polynomial. Such limitations of small size
bounded depth circuits can be used to show that certain ex-
plicit functions such as parity and majority require a large

number of gates. More precisely, a result of H˚astad [14]
says that computing the parity function in depthd requires

(2"n

1=(d�1)

) gates for some" < 1. More recently, Paturi,
Pudlák and Zane obtained the tight bound�(n1=42

p
n) for

computing parity on depth-3 circuits. However, these and
other techniques seem incapable of proving a lower bound
on depth-3 circuits of2!(

p
n) for any explicit Boolean func-

tion in NP.

To clarify the situation, it is useful to parameterize the
lower bound in terms of the maximum fan-in of the bottom
gates. Define�k

d to be the set of depthd circuits with top
gateOR such that each bottom gate has fan-in at mostk.
Then it follows from [21] that any�k

3 circuit for the parity
function or the majority function requires
(2n=k) gates at
level 2, and such bounds are tight fork = O(

p
n). For the

special casek = 2, [23] proved strong exponential lower
bounds of the form
(2n�o(n)) for recognizing the code-
words of a good error-correcting code. They show that any
2-CNF accepting a large number of inputs must include a
certain generalized subcube of a large dimension and then
diagonalize over such objects. However, it does not seem
that similar techniques will extend to the casek � 3.

We would like to prove strongly exponential lower
bounds on depth–3 circuits that go beyond the above trade-
off between bottom fan-in and size. The best such trade-off
is from [22], proving a lower bounds of the form
(2Ækn=k)
with Æk > 0 for recognizing the codewords of a good error-
correcting code. (Æk approaches1:644 for largek). It is
still open to prove a2n=2 lower bound for�k

3 circuits even
whenk is bounded. One compelling motivation for study-
ing the depth–3 model with limited fan-in is that Valiant
[32] showed that linear–size logarithmic–depth Boolean cir-
cuits with bounded fan–in can be computed by depth–3 un-
bounded fan-in circuits of sizeO(2n= log logn) and bottom
fan-in limited by n" for arbitrarily small ". If we con-
sider linear–size logarithmic–depth circuits with the addi-
tional restriction that the graph of the connections is series–
parallel, then such circuits can be computed by depth–3 un-
bounded fan-in circuits of size2n=2 with bounded bottom
fan–in. Thus, strong exponential lower bounds on depth-3
circuits would imply nonlinear lower bounds on the size of
fan-in 2 Boolean circuits with logarithmic–depth, an open
problem proposed some twenty years ago [32]. For the
depth–3 circuits constructed from such series-parallel cir-
cuits, we could obtain similar results using simpler argu-
ments, because the construction ensures that the depth–2
subcircuits are sparse. Nonetheless, these methods yield
interesting new results as well as providing more general
results.

Our approach to proving strongly exponential lower
bounds is rooted in the following observation: Computing
parity even on much smaller subsets of the input space re-
quires a very large size for�k

3 circuits. More precisely, ifA
is a set of random input instances of size2O(n=k), then with
high probability computing parity onA requires2
(n=k)



gates for any�k
3 circuit. Our approach is to try to find an

explicit subset where this is true. We would like to find a
“pseudo-randomly” generated set, i.e., the range of a func-
tion that mapsn bits into more thann bits such that comput-
ing parity on the range requires strongly exponential bounds
for �k

3 circuits in the parametern. From this, one can hope
to prove the composition of the map with the parity function
requires strongly exponential lower bounds.

We give a probabilistic construction of such a function
from mapsn bits toO(n2) bits just using a family of ran-
domly chosen monomials of degree 2 (AND of two vari-
ables). Parity composed with such a function can be thought
of as a degree 2 polynomial over GF(2). Although the in-
tuition is that computing parity on the range is hard and
that therefore the composition is also hard to compute, our
proof actually goes in the reverse direction. We directly
prove that random degree 2 polynomials require strongly
exponential size for�k

3 circuits fork = o(log logn). We
then show as a corollary that parity is hard on the corre-
sponding subset of inputs. Our proof relies on our ability
to representk-CNF as a subexponential union of linear size
k-CNFs (Sparsification Lemma) and an algebraic counting
technique. Although one can use the algebraic counting
technique for showing there almost every degreed GF(2)
polynomial requires strongly exponential lower bounds for
�k
3 circuits as longd > k, one needs the Sparsification

Lemma to show that even degree 2 polynomials suffice to
obtain strongly exponential lower bounds for�k

3 circuits for
all k = o(log logn).

Furthermore, our result implies that computing parity on
the range of the map defined by randomly selected degree
2 monomials is hard for�k

3 circuits fork = o(log logn).
We thus exhibit a pseudorandom generator (which relies on
aboutO(n2) bits of advice) which amplifies its input bit
string so that computing parity on the range is hard for�k

3

circuits.
As in earlier papers [21, 22], we observe thatcer-

tain characterizationsof k-CNF have applications to lower
bounds on depth-3 circuits as well as upper bounds for the
satisfiability problem. The key to further constructivization
of our arguments is a better understanding ofk-CNFs and
their solution spaces. Such understanding may have divi-
dends for us in the form of improved worst-case algorithms
for the satisfiability problem as well as strongly exponential
lower bounds for depth-3 circuits.

2 Sparsification Lemma

Call an instance ofk-SAT sparseif it has m = O(n)
clauses, wheren is the number of variables. Our main
technical lemma is the following algorithm that reduces a
generalk-SAT formula to the disjunction of a collection of
sparse instances. This gives a SERF-reduction fromk-SAT
with parametern to k-SAT with parameterm. It also gives
a normal form for depth-3 circuits with bottom fan-ink.

One of the basic techniques for solving search problems
is back-tracking. In back-tracking one narrows in on a so-
lution meeting certain constraints through case analysis and
deductions. Typically the case analysis for satisfiability in-
volves a single variable. One searches for a solution where
that variable is TRUE, and then if that search fails, backs
up and searches given the variable is FALSE. To narrow the
search, we look for other facts about the solution that are
forced by the other constraints. Intuitively, back-tracking is
more effective in highly constrained searches where each
constraint is simple; for example, in dense instances of
k-SAT. Our proof is a formalization of that intuition: we
show that back-tracking works well unless and until the for-
mula becomes sparse. We argue that each time we branch
while the formula is dense, we can create many simpler con-
straints, i.e., smaller clauses. Eventually, the process must
create many clauses of size 1, i.e., force many variables.

Our back-tracking algorithm sometimes branches on an
OR of variables rather than a single variable. This is to
avoid the situation where we have too many constraints in-
volving a single variable. Although such a variable is in
itself good, because we get much information by setting it,
the creation of those constraints might have required more
branching increasing the number of leaves in the tree. If
it required several branches to obtain many clauses of the
formx_yi, the new clauses tell us strictly less than if we had
branched onx being true immediately. By trying to simplify
small clauses first, and by branching on OR’s of variables
as soon as they appear in many clauses, we can avoid ex-
cessive branching which creates redundant constraints. (If
the problem originally involved redundant constraints, that
does not hurt us.)

It is somewhat simpler to state and prove the lemma for
k-Set Cover rather thank-SAT, and derive the version for
k-SAT as a Corollary.k-Set Cover has as an instance a uni-
verse ofn elementsx1; : : : ; xn and a collectionS of sub-
setsS � fx1; : : : ; xng with jSj � k for eachS 2 S. A set
coverfor S is a setC � fx1; : : : ; xng so thatC \ S 6= ;
for eachS 2 S. Let�(S) be the collection of all set covers
of S. Thek-Set Cover problem is to find a minimal size set
cover.
T is arestrictionof S if for eachS 2 S there is aT 2 T

with T � S. Obviously, if T is a restriction ofS, then
�(T ) � �(S).

We can representk-SAT as ak-Set Cover problem in a
canonical way. The universe is the set of2n literals. We
first defineU to be the family of setsfxi; xig. It is obvious
that the coverings ofU of sizen are exactly all the input in-
stances. Then we add, for each clause, the set of its literals.
S is the collection of all such sets.

Call a formula� a restriction of	 if each clause of	
contains some clause of�. Then a restriction of thek-Set
Cover instance corresponds to a restriction of thek-SAT
formula.

Theorem 1 For all � > 0 and positivek, there is a con-



stantC and an algorithm that, given an instanceS of k-Set
Cover on a universe of sizen, produces a list oft � 2�n

restrictionsT1; : : : ; Tt of S so that�(S) = [ti=1�(Ti) and
so that for eachTi, jTij � Cn. Furthermore, the algorithm
runs in time poly(n)2�n.

Proof: Choose integer� so that�= log(4�) > 4k2k��1.
Let �0 = 1, �i = (4�)2

i�1�1 and �i = ��i for i =
1; : : : ; k � 1. We say that a collection,S1; : : : ; Sc, of
sets of sizej is a weak sunflowerif H = \ci=1Si 6= ;.
We call H the heart of the sunflower, and the collection
S1 � H; : : : ; Sc � H the petals. Each petal has the same
size, j � jH j, called thepetal size. The size of the sun-
flower is the number of sets in the collection. By aj-set, we
mean a set of sizej. For a family of setsS, let �(S) � S
be the family of all setsS in S such that no other setS0 in
S is a proper subset ofS. Thus�(S) is an antichain.

We start with the collectionS and apply the following
algorithm, Reduce, which outputs the familiesTi.

Reduce(S:a collection of sets of size at mostk)
1. S  �(S)
2. FORj=2 TOk DO
3. FORi = 1 to j � 1 DO
4. IF there is a weak sunflower ofj-sets and petal size
i where the number of petals is at least�i, that is, if there
areS1; : : : ; Sc 2 S, jSdj = j for d = 1; : : : ; c, and with
jH j = j � i whereH =

Tc
d=1 Sd,

5. THEN Reduce(S [ fHg); Reduce(S [ fS1 �
H; : : : ; Sc �Hg); HALT.
6. ReturnS; HALT.

As usual, we can think of the execution of a recursive
procedure as described by a tree. Each node is naturally as-
sociated with a familyS 0 of sets. The� operator is applied
to S 0 resulting in the elimination of any supersets. If�(S 0)
contains a sunflower, then the node branches into two chil-
dren. The family associated with one child is created by the
adding the petals of the sunflower toS 0 and the other family
is created by adding the heart toS 0. Otherwise, the node is
a leaf. We consider the collectionS as it changes along a
path from the root to a leaf. New sets can beaddedto the
collectionS at a node due to a sunflower. Existing sets can
beeliminatedfrom S by the� operator. Note that a setS0

can only be eliminated if some proper subsetS is in S; we
then say thatS eliminatedS0.

We first observe some basic properties of the algorithm
Reduce.

Consider a collectionT associated with a node other
than the root and the collectionT 0 associated with its parent
node. If the setS 2 T eliminated the setS0 2 T , thenS
must be either the heart or a petal of the sunflower inT 0 that
caused the branching. After the� operator is applied toT ,
no proper superset ofS would ever be present in any of the
families associated with the descendants ofT . All the sets
eliminated by a setS are eliminated in the next application
of the� operator immediately after the setS is added to the
collection.

The next observation states thatT is a covering ofS if
and only if it is a covering of one of the families output by
the algorithm.

Lemma 1 Reduce(S) returns a set of restrictions ofS,
T1; : : : ; Tt, with �(S) = St

l=1 �(Tl).
Proof: Clearly, if S � S0, then covers�(S) = �(S �
fS0g). If S1; : : : ; Sc 2 S form a weak sunflower with heart
H , andT is a cover ofS, then eitherT \ H 6= ; or T \
(Sl�H) 6= ; for each1 � l � c. So�(S) = �(S[fHg)[
�(S [ fSl �H j1 � l � cg). The lemma then follows by a
simple induction on the depth of recursion.

Lemma 2 For 1 � i � k, every familyT output by
Reduce(S) has no more than(�i�1 � 1)n sets of sizei.

Proof: If there were more than(�i�1 � 1)n sets of size
i in T , then there would be an elementx in at least�i�1
of them by the pigeonhole principle. The sets containingx
would form a weak sunflower with petal size at mosti� 1,
so the program would branch rather than halt.

The most difficult part is to showt � 2�n, wheret is the
number of families output, which is the same as the num-
ber of leaves in the recursion tree. We do this by showing
that the maximum length of any path in the tree isO(n),
whereas the maximum number of nodes created by adding
petals rather than the heart is at mostkn=�. To prove this,
for 1 � i � k, we show that the following invariant,Ji(T ),
holds for any familyT in any path as long as a set of size
i has been added to one of the predecessor families in the
path. Ji(T ) is the condition that no elementx appears in
more than2�i�1 � 1 sets of sizei in T . As a consequence
of the invariant, we show that any set added to such a family
eliminates at most2�i�1 � 1 sets of sizei during the next
application of the operator�. Since we can have at mostn
sets of size one in any family, we show by induction that the
total number of sets of size at mosti that are ever added to
all the families along a path is at most�in. Since at least�i
petals are added to any family created by petals, it follows
that at mostkn=� families are created due to petals. We
now prove our assertions.

Lemma 3 For any familyT such that a set of sizei has
been added to it or any of its predecessors in the path, the
invariant,Ji(T ), holds: no elementx appears in more than
2�i�1 sets of sizei in T .

Proof: It suffices to prove the lemma for the families
created by adding sets of sizei. Let T be such a family
obtained by adding some sets of sizei to the familyT 0.
Consider the sunflower in the familyT 0 that created these
sets. The sunflower must be a family of sets of sizej > i.
Furthermore there is no sunflower ofi-sets inT 0 with �i�1
petals of petal sizei�1 so we can conclude that no element
x appears in more than�i�1�1 sets of sizei in T 0. EitherT
is created by adding the petals of the sunflower or the heart.



If the petals are added toT , no elementx is contained in
more than�i�1�1 petals since otherwiseT 0 would contain
a sunflower ofj-sets with�i�1 petals of sizei�1. Thus, no
elementx is contained in more than2�i�1 � 1 i-sets of the
family T . If the heart is added toT , only one set of sizei
is added to the familyT and since�i�1 � 1, the conclusion
holds as well in this case.

Lemma 4 At most2�i�1 of the added sets of sizei can be
eliminated by a single set.

Proof: If a setS of size i has been added to a family
T associated with a node, then after an application of�,
T and all its successor families in the tree, would satisfy
the invariantJi by Lemma 3. Hence, for such families, no
elementx appears in more than2�i�1� 1 sets of sizei. Let
S be a set added to a family. Since all the setsS eliminates
are eliminated during the next application of�, we conclude
thatS can eliminate at most2�i�1 � 1 sets of sizei.

Lemma 5 The total number of sets of size� i that are
added to the families along any path is at most�in.

Proof: By induction oni. First, for i = 1, each added
set is a new element of the universe, so there are at most
�1n = n such sets. Assume at most�i�1n sets of size
� i� 1 are added to the families along a path. Each added
set of sizei is either eliminated subsequently by a set of size
at mosti � 1 or is in the final collection of sets output by
the algorithm. By Lemma 2, there are at most�i�1n sets
of sizei in the final collection. By the induction hypothesis
and Lemma 4, each of at most�i�1n of the added smaller
sets eliminates at most2�i�1 sets of sizei. Thus, the total
number of added sets of size� i is at most2�i�1�i�1n +
�i�1n � 4�i�1�i�1n = (4��2i�1)n = �in.

Lemma 6 Along any path, at mostkn=� families are cre-
ated by adding petals.

Proof: There are at most�in sets of sizei that are ever
added to all the families along any path. If a family is cre-
ated by adding petals of sizei, then at least�i such petals
are added. Thus, there are at most�in=�i = n=� such fam-
ilies. Summing over all sizesi gives the claimed bound.

Lemma 7 The algorithm outputs at most2�n families.

Proof: It is sufficient to upper bound the number of paths
from the root to a leaf. A path is completely specified by the
sequence of decisions taken at each of the nodes along the
path. Each decision corresponds to whether the heart or the
petals are added to the family. Since a set of size at most
k � 1 is added to the family at every step, there are a to-
tal of at mostDk�1n sets ever added to the families along
the path by Lemma 5. At mostnk=� of these families
are created by adding petals, by Lemma 6. Thus, there

are at most
Pnk=�

r=0

�
�k�1n
kn=�

�
paths. Using the approx-

imation

�
`
Æ`

�
� 2h(Æ)` whereh(Æ) = Æ log2 Æ + (1 �

Æ) log2(1�Æ) is the binary entropy function, we see that this
is about2�k�1nh(k=(��k�1)) � 2((2k=�) log(��k�1=k))n �
2((2k=�) log(�(4�)

2k�2
�1

))n � 22k2
k�2(log(4�)=�)n � 2�n,

the last by our choice of�.
The Theorem then follows from Lemmas 1, 2 (setting

C =
Pk�1

i=1 �i), and 7, and the observation that the algo-
rithm Reduce takes polynomial time per path.

Using the formulation ofk-SAT as a Set Cover problem,
we then obtain:

Corollary 1 For all � > 0 and positivek, there is a con-
stantC so that anyk-SAT formula� with n variables, can
be expressed as� =

Wt
i=1	i, wheret � 2�n and each

	i is ak-SAT formula with at mostCn clauses. Moreover,
this disjunction can be computed by an algorithm running
in time poly(n)2�n.

The algorithm Reduce gives us a family of reductions
from k-SAT to sparsek-SAT:

Corollary 2 k-SAT with complexity measuren, the number
of variables, is SERF-reducible tok-SAT with measurem,
the number of clauses.

3 Complete Problems for SNP

In this section, we combine standard reductions with
Corollary 2 to show that many of the standardNP-
complete problems are equivalent as far as having sub-
exponential time complexity. We show that the question
of whether these problems are sub-exponentially solvable
can be rephrased as whetherSNP � SE . We also look at
complete problems for more general classes. We show that
SERF-reductions can be composed and preserve member-
ship inSE . Proof can be found in the Appendix.

Lemma 8 If (A1;m1) SERF-reduces to(A2;m2), and
(A2;m2) SERF-reduces to(A3;m3), then(A1;m1) SERF-
reduces to(A3;m3).

Proof: Let � > 0. LetMA2

�=2 be the member of the SERF-
reduction from(A1;m1) to (A2;m2). Let C be such that
m2(x

0) � Cm1(x) for every queryx0 made byMA2

�=2 on

x. LetNA3

�=(2C) be the member of the SERF-reduction from
(A2;m2) to (A3;m3).

SimulateMA2 except that for each queryx0 simulate
NA3

�=(2C) on x0 . Any query y made toA3 in the simu-

lation was part of the run ofNA3

�=(2C) on somex0 queried

by MA2

�=2 on x. Thenm3(y) = O(m2(x
0) = O(m1(x)).

The total time taken by the simulation is at most the



product of the time taken byMA2

�=2 on x and the maxi-

mum time taken byNA3

�=(2C) on some queryx0, which is

at most poly(jxj)2(�=2)m1(x) � poly(jx0j)2(�=2C)m2(x
0) �

poly(jxj)2(�=2)m1(x) � poly(poly(jxj))2(�=2C)Cm1(x) �
poly(jxj)2�m1(x).

Lemma 9 If (A1;m1) SERF-reduces to(A2;m2), and
(A2;m2) 2 SE , then(A1;m1) 2 SE .

Proof: Let � > 0. Let MA2

�=2 be the member of the
SERF reduction fromA1 to A2. Let C be such that
m2(x

0) � Cm1(x) for any queryx0 thatMA2
�2 makes on

x. Let N solveA2 on x0 in time poly(jx0j)2(�=2C)m2(x
0).

Then usingN to simulate queries inMA2

�=2 solvesA1

in time poly(jxj)2�=2m1(x) � poly(jx0j)2(�=2C)m2(x
0) �

poly(jxj)2�=2m1(x) � poly(poly(jxj))2(�=2C)Cm1(x) �
poly(jxj)2�m1(x).

We can now show that many of the standardNP -
complete problems have sub-exponential complexity if and
only if the same is true for any problem inSNP . First, we
show that each problem inSNP has a strong many-one re-
duction tok-SAT for somek. Then, we use Corollary 2
to reducek-SAT to sparse instances of itself, or more pre-
cisely, from treatingn as the parameter to treatingm as the
parameter. Then we show the standard reduction fromk-
SAT to 3-SAT is strong inm. This shows that3-SAT, and
hencek-SAT for anyk > 3, is SERF-complete forSNP .

Theorem 2 LetA 2 SNP . Then there is ak so thatA has
a strong many-one reduction tok-SAT with parametern.

Proof: Let

9R1 � � � 9Rq8z1 � � � 8zr�(I; R1; : : : ; Rq; z1; : : : ; zr)

be the formula representingA whereI is the structure rep-
resenting the input. Let�i be the arity of the relationRi.
Let k be the number of occurrences of the relation sym-
bolsR1; : : : ; Rq in �. For each�i-tuple,~y of elements of
the universe, introduce a variablexi;~y representing whether
Ri(~y) is true. Note that we have exactly

P
i n

�i variables,
the complexity parameter forA. For each~z 2 f1; : : : ; ngr,
we can look at�(~z) as a boolean formula where we replace
any occurrence of the relationRi(zj1 ; : : : ; zj�i ) with the
corresponding Boolean variable. Since each�(~z) depends
on at mostk variables, we can write each such formula in
conjunctive normal form to get an equivalentk-CNF.

Next, we can apply Corollary 2 to conclude :

Corollary 3 Any problem inSNPSERF-reduces tok-SAT
with parameterm for somek.

The next link is to reduce sparsek-SAT to 3-SAT:

Lemma 10 For any k � 3, k-SAT with parameterm
strongly reduces to 3-SAT with parameterm (and hence
also with parametern).

Proof: Let � be ak-SAT formula. For every clause
x1 : : : ;_xj with j � k, introducej � 1 new variables
y1; ::yj�1 and create thej clausesx1_y1, yi�1_xi_yi, for
2 � i � j � 1 andyj�1 _ xj . Thus the number of clauses
in the resulting3-CNF formula will be at mostk times that
of the original formula.

Summarizing:

Theorem 1 For any k � 3, k-SAT isSNP-complete un-
der SERF-reductions, under either clauses or variables as
the parameter. Consequently,k-SAT2 SE if and only if
SNP� SE .

We can then combine these with known reductions:

Theorem 2 k-Colorability is SNP-complete under SERF
reductions for anyk � 3

Proof: k-Colorability is inSNP . 3-SAT with parameter
m has a strong many-one reduction to3-colorability. See
[9], p. 962, ex. 36-2.3-colorability has a strong many one
reduction tok-colorability fork � 3.

Many natural problems like Independent Set are not ob-
viously in SNP . However, they are in a small general-
ization that is equivalent as far as sub-exponential time.
A size-constrained existential quantifier is one of the form
9S; jSj � s, wherejSj is the number of inputs where rela-
tion S holds, and� 2 f=; <;>g. Define Size-Constrained
SNPas the class of properties of relations and numbers that
are expressible by a series of possibly size-constrained ex-
istential second-order quantifiers followed by a universal
first-order formula.

Theorem 3 The following problems are Size-Constrained
SNPComplete underSERF reductions:k-SAT fork � 3,
k-Colorability, Independent Set, Vertex Cover, Clique, and
k-Set Cover fork � 2

Proof: (Sketch) All of the above are in Size-Constrained
SNP. Like before, any problem in Size-Constrained strong
many-one reduces tok-SAT for somek. The new part is to
realize that the size constraints can be computed by a lin-
ear sized circuit, and hence using the usual reduction from
circuit-SAT to 3-SAT only introduces a linear number of
new variables, one per gate. It follows that since anySNP-
Complete problem is equivalent to k-SAT, that anySNP-
Complete problem is also Size-ConstrainedSNPComplete.

The usual reduction from3-SAT with parameterm to
Independent Set is strong [9]. We introduce 3 nodes per
clause, and connect all nodes from the same clause and all
inconsistent nodes. (Before doing this reduction, we can,
for each variable that appears more than 8 times, introduce
a new variable, setting it to be equal to the old one, and us-
ing it in half of the clauses, Then the reduction is also strong
in the number of edges.) Independent Set, Vertex Cover and
Clique are easily seen to be equivalent under strong reduc-
tions (in the number of nodes.)



The reduction from Vertex Cover to 2-Set Cover that
simply makes each edge a set is strong.

Also, we can find other problems that areSNPhard. For
example, the usual reduction from3-SAT with parameter
m to Hamiltonian Circuit with parameterjEj is strong [9].
Thus, if we could improve arbitrarily the hidden constant on
the2O(n) algorithm for Hamiltonian Circuit, even for sparse
graphs, thenSNP� SE .

4 Lower Bounds for Depth-3 Circuits

In this section, we prove that almost all degree 2 GF(2)
polynomials require strongly exponential lower bounds for
�k
3 circuits fork = o(log logn).

Theorem 3 Almost every degree 2 GF(2) polynomial re-
quires
(2n�o(n)) size�k

3 circuits fork = o(log logn).

As a corollary, we derive a pseudorandom generator (re-
quiringO(n2) bits of advice) that mapsn bits into a larger
number of bits so that computing parity on the range is hard
for �k

3 circuits.

Corollary 4 There is a pseudorandom map defined by a
family of degree 2 monomials (requiringO(n2) bits of ad-
vice) that mapsn bits intoO(n2) bits such that computing
parity on the range of the map requires
(2n�o(n)) size�k

3

circuits fork = o(log logn).

Proof: Let f(x1; : : : ; xn) be a degree 2 polynomial that
requires
(2n�o(n)) size�k

3 circuits fork = o(log logn) as
specified in Theorem 3. Letg be the family ofO(n2) degree
2 monomials that occurring in the polynomialf . g defines a
map from(x1; : : : ; xn) to (y1; : : : ; ym) wherem = O(n2).
Let C be a�k

3 circuit of sizes with m inputs,y1; : : : ; ym,
that computes parity on the range of the mapg. We com-
pute eachyi = xj ^ xk andyi = xj _ xk from the inputs
x1; : : : ; xn. The resulting circuitC0with inputsx1; : : : ; xn
can be represented as a�2k

3 circuit of sizeO(s). SinceC0
computes the polynomialf , the composition ofg with par-
ity function, we haves = 
(2n�o(n)).

We now prepare to prove Theorem 3. Let C be a�k
3

circuit of sizes computing a Boolean function onn inputs
for k = o(log logn). Let 0 < � < 1=2 be any constant.
We want to prove a lower bound ons of the form2(1�2�)n.
DefineC(k; �) = (2=�)O(k2k). Rewrite each depth-2 sub-
circuit of C, ak-CNF, as the union of2�n of k-CNFs with at
mostC(k; �)n clauses as permitted by Corollary 1. We thus
have an equivalent circuit C (by a slight abuse of notation)
with at mosts2�n depth-2 subcircuits.

Assume that C computes a functionf that has about an
equal number of ones as zeros. Since the top gate of C is
an OR, assumings < 2(1�2�)n it follows that C contains a
k-CNFF withC(k; �)n clauses such thatF acceptsO(2�n)
inputs fromf�1(1) while rejecting all off�1(0).

Our proof strategy is similar to that of [23]. We show that
among the inputs accepted byF , there is a subcollection of

2l inputs with certain special structure. The existence of
such a structure is proved based solely on the density ofF .
We then prove that almost all degree 2 GF(2) polynomials
cannot be constant on any such structure. Consequently, we
get thats � 2(1�2�)n.

Let A � f0; 1gn be a set of size at least2�n. From the
work of [26, 34], we know thatA contains a subsetB of
size2l such thatB restricted to restricted to certainl bit po-
sitions still has size2l. In other words,B contains all pos-
sible2l bit combinations in thosel positions.l can be taken
as the least integer such that�l

i=1

�
n
i

� � jAj � 2�n. With-
out lost of generality, we assume thatx1; : : : ; xl represent
the l bit positions under consideration. We callx1; : : : ; xl
free variables since, for any instantiation of these variables,
we can find an element ofB that agrees with the instanti-
ation. l � Æn for some constantÆ = Æ(�) > 0. We call
the othern � l variables,xl+1; : : : ; xn, nonfree variables.
Each such nonfree variable can be functionally expressed
in terms of the free variables. Using the fact that every
Boolean function is represented by a unique GF(2) poly-
nomial with degree at most the number of input variables,
we definexj = fj(x1; : : : ; xl) for l + 1 � j � n. Thus
B is the set of2l solutions of a system ofn� l polynomial
equations,xj = fj(x1; : : : ; xl), in l free variables.

We now argue that not too many degree 2 GF(2) polyno-
mials can be constant when restricted to such a setB.

Lemma 11 LetB be a set of size2l given by the solutions
of a system of polynomial equations,xj = fj(x1; : : : ; xl)
for l+1 � j � n, wherefj are degreel GF(2) polynomials.
Then there are at most21+(n�l)(n+l+1)=2 polynomials of
degree at most 2 which are constant when restricted to the
setB.

Proof: Let G2(n) be the group of all GF(2) polynomi-
als of degree at most 2 inn variables. The restriction of a
polynomialg 2 G2(n) to the setB can be obtained by sub-
stituting the nonfree variables by the corresponding polyno-
mial in thel free variables. Consider the monomials of de-
gree at most 2 in the resulting polynomial. Call the GF(2)
sum of these monomials,p0 2 G2(l), which is a polyno-
mial of degree at most 2 inl variables. Observe that the
map fromG2(n) ! G2(l) that mapsp to p0 is a surjective
group homomorphism. For the restriction ofp to B to be
constant, it is necessary thatp0 be a constant polynomial.
By the unique representation of GF(2) polynomials, there
are precisely two constant polynomials, 0 and 1. Hence,
at most21+(n�l)(n+l+1)=2 polynomials of degree at most 2
are constant when restricted toB.

To complete the proof of Theorem 3, consider ak-CNF
F with at mostC(k; �)n clauses accepting at least2�n in-
puts. We canonically select a set of size2Æn for an appropri-
ateÆ = Æ(�) > 0 from among the solutions ofF so that the
set can be described by a system of polynomials equations
in Æn free variables as described earlier. Iff is a degree 2
polynomial which is not constant on the set of solutions of



any suchk–CNF, thenf cannot be computed by a�k
3 circuit

of size2n�Æn.
There are at most

� (2n)k

C(k;�)n

�
k-CNFs with C(k; �)n

clauses. It follows from Lemma 11 that at most
21+(n�l)(n+l+1)=22(1+logn)kC(k;�)n polynomials of degree
at most 2 are constant on some suchk-CNF, that is, the set
of solutions accepted by thek-CNF. ForÆ = !(

p
logn=n),

this is an exponentially small (inn) fraction of all degree 2
GF(2) polynomials.
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